
You may use the experience coupon once per person during a trip. Since available 

hours very depending on each location, please see below for more details.

Please pick up one from below.

Kyoto experience coupon is included

K Y O T O

Shinkansen
round trip package

Hours 00：91-00：9 
(～17:00 for workshop)

Holiday 1/1-3
Access  yawbuS morf klaw setunim 7 

Karasuma-Oike Sta. Or 5 
minutes walk from Subway 
Nijojo-Mae Sta.

Exp. Exp.

Kyo-Yuzen workshop

Toei Kyoto Studio Park
Kyo-Yuzen workshop

Marumasu-Nishimuraya1 2

Studio park where both children and adults are stoked! This workshop is to dye designs and motifs on furoshiki, sensu, purse, etc. with 
Yuzen dyeing. It takes 1 hour. Anyone can dye designs and motifs easily. 

Admission ticket 
(Comes with 500 yen use ticket is included) 

Kyo-Yuzen workshop
（Furoshiki wrapping and chopsticks making workshop can be selected also.）

Hours  9：00-17：00（4/1-11/30、3/1-31）
9：30-17：00（12/1-2/28）
（Entry is allowed until 2 
hours before closing.）

Holiday Around mid January
Access  RJ morf klaw setunim 5 

Uzumasa Sta./Arashiyama 
Line Uzumasa-Koryuji Sta.

Studio Park

Extra perk Studio park special goods are included.
Extra perk A towel or a pair of socks is included.

Exp. /  
Meal

"Restaurant Tower Terrace" is a buffet restaurant 
where you can taste locally grown veggies and 
seasonal dishes in Kyoto to satisfy your mind and 
body. 

Morning or lunch buffet
+ Kyoto Tower observatory admission ticket + special goods

Hours 】gninroM【 7：00-10：00（Last Order 9:30）
00：51-03：31・00：31-03：11】hcnuL【  

  *Lunch time is divided into 2 parts and each part has 90 minutes .
    *Reservations can only be made for lunch.

Holiday N/A
Access  ,.atS otoyK RJ morf klaw setunim 2 

Karasuma Central Exit. Kyoto TowerExample of morning buff et

Kyoto Tower Hotel (Restaurant Tower Terrace)7

Exp.

kimono rental

Hours 10：00-18：00
　　　 (Final admission 17:00)
Holiday 12/30-1/4
Access  2 minutes walk from Hankyu 

Line Karasuma Sta./Subway 
Shijo Sta., Exit 24

You can enjoy walking around unique Kyoto vicinity and kimono dressing. 
A professional will help you dress in kimono!

Saganokan3

image

Hours )redro tsal( 00:02-03:01 
Holiday N/A
Access  suB ytiC morf klaw setunim 7  

(Route No. 100/206) Gojo-
Zaka Bus stop/Kiyomizu-
michi Bus stop

Miyako Gozen (with boiled tofu)

Nichigetsuan Kyoto Cuisine4

Just a 5-minute walk from Kiyomizu Temple. Savor Kyoto cuisine while enjoying commanding views of the city.

Miyako Gozen or Higashiyama Gozen

Extra perk Comes with original face cleansing paper

Meal

Meal

It is located near Kiyomizu temple and you can enjoy walking around Higashiyama vicinity. It is located in a northern part of Togetsu-kyo bridge. You can enjoy our exceptional tofu dishes.

Yuba hot pot course Tofu dishes（fresh yuba）

Hours 00：71-03：01 
Holiday Not fi xed（Please confi rm）
Access  suB ytiC morf klaw setunim 7 

(Route No. 100/206) Gojo-
Zaka Bus stop/Kiyomizu-
michi Bus stop
*Course dishes may vary depending 
on a season.

Hours 00：61-00：11 
）redrO tsaL（ 

*The menu may vary depending on a season.
Holiday Not fi xed
Access  RJ morf klaw setunim 7 

Saga-Arashiyama Sta.
Yuba hot pot course Fresh yuba dishes

Kiyomizu Junsei Okabeya5 Kyoto Saga cuisine Yoshiya6

Extra perk Non-alcoholic drink is included.

Meal

As of Mar.2020

Departure on 2020.4.1 ▶ 2021.3.25 
          　　　  （Except for 2020.12.25 ▶ 2021.1.3）


